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1. VMS Introduction
1.1 VMS Overview
VMS (Video Monitoring System) is a management system used to manage
small-batch safety protection monitoring equipment. The VMS client can be used in
conjunction with DVR, NVR, IPC, network storage equipment and alarm equipment.
The VMS features:


Software-based password reset.



Available for multiple users.



Adding a single device or devices by batch and devices for different protocols.



Remote configuration of devices



Real-time view and playback of videos from multiple cameras.



Sequential view of multiple devices.



Remote playback of videos and captured images.



Configuration of multiple alarm detections.



Configuration of e-map for device locating at any time and for easy deployment.



Search and export of logs.



Face recognition.



Human/vehicle form recognition.



One-click import and export of information documents to/from devices.



File management and separate view of picture and video.

1.2 VMS operation configuration
The software operation configuration includes operating system, CPU, memory, graphics
card and GPU.


Operating system: Microsoft Windows 7/8.1/10 (32/64 bit)/ Windows Sever 2008 (64 bit)



CPU: Intel Pentium4.3.0@3.0 GHz or above



Memory: 2 G or more



Graphics card: RADEON X700 series



GPU: 256 M or higher
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1.3 VMS main interface
The VMS software interface is shown in Figure 1-1. For more details refer to Table
1-1.

Figure 1-1 Main Interface

SN

1

2

3

Name

Description

Function tab

The "Main Window" tab and main menu are displayed in factory setting
by default. Click on a desired function in the "New Function Page" interface to
enter relevant function interface, and the tab name will change into the function
name.

Event
management

User
management

Click the icon
Click the icon

or
or

to mute the alarm or enable it audible.
to activate or deactivate warning box.

Click the icon
to clear alarm message.
Click the icon to view alarm information. For more details, refer to
Section 14 Alarm Settings.
Click
to set resolution.
Click
and then choose
Click
and then choose
required for unlocking.
Click
and then choose
Click
and then choose
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to pop up the player.
to lock the screen so that the login password is
to change user.
to display software name and version number.

System
management

4

5

Window
management

6

System state

7

Function list

8

Function tips

Click
to enter "System Settings" interface, where you can set language,
automatic login and remember password, file storage type and path and alarm
sound.
Click
Click
Click
Click

to minimize the software window.
to maximize the software window.
to restore to the initial software window.
to exit from the software.

The system state information includes current system time, and CPU and
memory usage, as well as the user name and login time.
The function list is divided into
operation area and configuration area,
which contains the functions as

Device Management
described below.
Equipment management: Add and remove

Mainview
device files, and set the device remotely.
Preview: Access camera for real-time

Alarm Config
browsing of video. Local video
Alarm device: Make settings on alarm
recording, screen-shot, voice call,
device, such as motion, IO, videoLoss,
zoom-in and sequential view are
PIR, and intelligent alarm.
available during browsing.

Cruise Setting

Remote Playback
Cruise setting: Set the channel and
Remote playback: Video and pictures
equipment for cruise.
can be viewed remotely, or by

Account management
different dates as chosen, and can be
User management: Add and remove
cut and downloaded to local
sub-users, and modify the sub-user's
destination.
authority.

Local Playback

Local Record
Local playback: Videos can be
Local recording settings: Sets the path
viewed and exported at the client.
where the recording files are saved and

Log Search
recording schedule.
Logs can be searched and exported at
the client or remotely.

File Management

Face Search
Files management and search for local
Face search and comparison
videos and images.

Human and Vehicle

System Config
Search for human and vehicle type.
System settings, where you can set
language, automatic login and remember

Face Attendance
password, file storage type and path and
Face attendance: Attendance time
alarm sound.
setting for check-in/-out of staff.

E-map config

Repeat Visitors
E-map configuration: Place a camera on
Repeat Visitors: Search for all faces
e-map so as to quickly locate anything
which meet specified conditions,
occurring.
summarize identity information and
merge the information on visitors
with the same information.
When the mouse hovers over a function tab, a message box will be
displayed, describing the function promptly.
Table 1-1

2. Registration and Login
2.1

Register superuser

Upon initial login to VMS, you have to set a login password for admin and a question for
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password protection by following the prompts. The password will be used for login to the system,
and the question for password protection can be used to reset the password.

Step 1:Double click on

. The "Superuser Settings" page is displayed, as shown in Figure

2-1-1.

Set a password for "superuser", and the specific parameters are shown in Table 2-1.
Parameters
Password

Password strength

Password confirmation

Automatic login after registration

Description
The password consists of 8~32 non-null
characters, including uppercase, lowercase,
numeric, and special characters.
Password complexity will be reported. Red
means inadequate complexity and safety,
while green means adequate password
strength. Please set a password with high
security level based on the password strength
prompt.
Make sure the password typed for two times
are consistent.
If it is checked, the system will log in
automatically when registration is completed.
Or otherwise, the system will display the
login interface.

Table 2-1 Description of Initialization Parameters
Step 2: Set the password and click Next, as shown in Figure 2-1-2.

Figure 2-1-2 Question for Password Protection

Step 3: Set a question and the answer. The question for password protection can be used to reset
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the password by answering the question if you forget the password.
Step 4: When finishing settings, click Finish to save the configuration.

Figure 2-1-2 Question for Password Protection

2.2 Login to VMS
（1）

After the equipment is initialized, enter your account and password to login to VMS.

Step 1: Double click on

.

The system displays the login interface, as shown in Figure 2-2-1.
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2-2-1 Log in
Step 2: Set parameters. Detailed parameters are shown in Table 2-2-1.

User name

Enter your
password.

Password

user

name

and

related

Remember Password

If it is checked, the system will remember
the password, and recall the password
used at the last login when you log in
again.

Auto Login

If it is checked, the system will remember
the account and password, and login
automatically next time.

Forgot Password?

If you forget your password, you can reset
it by answering the password protection
question. Please refer to "2.3 Reset
Password" for more details.

Table 2-2-1 Description of Login Parameters
Step 3: Click on "Login".
System displays an interface, as shown in Figure 2-2-2.
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Figure 2-2-2 System Interface
（2）

Login to the VMS from the device.

Step 1: Double click on

.

Step 2: After the system displays the login interface, click on "Login from Device" option on the
left to switch to the Login from Device interface, as shown in Figure 2-2-3.

Figure 2-2-3 Login from Device Interface
Step 3: Set parameters, as detailed in Table 2-2-2.
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Parameters

Description

Device IP/ID

Enter the IP/ID of the device

Client port

Input port number

User name
Enter the user name and password
Password
If it is checked, the system will remember the
password, and recall the password used at the
last login when you log in again.

Remember Password

Table 2-2-2 Login Parameters
Step 4: Click on Login to login. System displays an interface, as shown in Figure 2-2-4.

Figure 2-2-4 Device Display Interface
Notes: For more details on device login interface, refer to "Section 11 Login from
Device".

2.3 Reset password
If you forget your password, you can reset it by answering the password protection question.

Step 1: Double click on

.The system displays the login interface, as shown in Figure
11

2-2-1 above.
Step 2: Click on
interface, as shown in Figure 2-3-1.

. The system will display the password protection question

Figure 2-3-1 Question for Password Protection

Step 3: Answer the question, and click on "Next". The system displays a password reset interface,
as shown in Figure 2-3-2.

Figure 2-3-2 Password Reset
Step 4: Set the password, as detailed in Table 2-3.

Parameters

Description
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Password

Password strength

The password consists of 8~32 non-null
characters, including uppercase, lowercase,
numeric, and special characters.
Password complexity will be reported. Red
means inadequate complexity and safety,
while green means adequate password
strength.

Table 2-3 Description of Password Reset Parameters
Step 5: Click on "Finish" to save the configuration.
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3. Equipment management
VMS allows adding devices (such as IPC, NVR and etc.) by automatic searches or single or
batch import. Once a device is added, it is possible to remotely configure and operate the device
on VMS.

3.1 Add device
VMS allows adding devices by various means as appropriate based on the number of devices
added or network segments.
(1) Where several devices to be added are located in one network segment, or the IP address of the
device is unknown and only the network segment is known, it is recommended to add devices by
searching.
Step 1: Click

on the device interface to enter the main menu. Click on "Device

Management" in the configuration area on the home page to display the Device Management
interface, as shown in figure 3-1-1.

Figure 3-1-1 Device Management Interface
Step 2: Click on "Auto Search" on the device management interface to enter the "Automatic
Search" interface, as shown in Figure 3-1-2.
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Figure 3-1-2 Automatic Search Interface
Step 3: Devices for up to four types of protocol (Private, HikVision, DaHua, Onvif under option
"Protocol type") can be added by choosing the target device and clicking on
icon, or by
checking one or more devices and then clicking on " Add " at the lower right corner. The system
will pop up a dialog box, as shown in figure 3-1-3. .

Figure 3-1-3 Add Device Interface
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Step 4: Enter "user" and "password" for login to the device, and click "Add" to complete the
operation.

Figure 3-1-4 Device List
Icon

Illustration
Click this icon to enter the "modify
device" interface, which supports
modifying device information, including
device name, login type, IP / domain name,
protocol, port, user name and password.
Click this icon to enter the "device
remote configuration" interface, which
supports the configuration of camera
channel,
recording,
network
configuration, alarm events, storage and
system information of the device.
Click this icon to delete the device.

和

和

Displays whether the device is connected or
disconnected. If it is red, you need to set the
initial password
Export or import device information. Please
refer to (3) importing and adding devices for
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specific operations.
Icon

Description
Click the icon to enter the "Change Device" interface, which
allows modifying device information, including device name,
login type, IP/ domain name, protocol, port, user name and
password.
Click the icon to enter the "Remote Device Configuration"
interface, which allows configuring the camera channel, recording,
network configuration, alert events, storage and system
information.
Click the icon to delete the device.

and

The device is connected or disconnected.

and

Export or import device information. For more details, refer to (3)
Export added device and (4) Import added device.

Table 3-1-1 Operation Instructions
Notes: After the device is added, the system continues to stay in the "Automatic Search"
interface, and you can continue to add more devices. After device adding is finished, VMS will
automatically login to the device. The online status will be displayed as " " if the login succeeds,
or displayed as " " if login fails.
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(2) Add device manually
Where a single device is to be added and its IP address or domain name is known, it is
recommended to add the device manually.
Step 1: Click on

on the "Device Management" interface, and the "Add Device" interface
will pop up, as shown in Figure 3-1-5.

Figure 3-1-5 Add Device Manually
Step 2: Set parameters, as detailed in Table 3-1-2.
Parameters

Device Name

Description
It is recommended to name a device after the
area monitored by the device for easy
maintenance.
Choose how to add the device.
IP/domain name: Add a device by its IP

Login Type

address or domain name.
P2PID:Add a device by its serial number.
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IP/ID

This parameter needs to be set when "add
mode" is "IP/ domain”. The IP address or
domain name of the device.
When "add mode" is "P2PID", this parameter
needs to be set. Serial number of the device.

Protocol

The protocol for access to the device.

Media Port

This parameter needs to be set when "add
mode" is "IP/ domain”. The default port
number for the device is "37777", which can be
changed as necessary.

User Name

The user name for login to the device.

Password

The password for login to the device.

Table 3-1-2 Parameters for Adding Devices Manually
Step 3: Click "Add" to finish adding device(s). For more details on available operations, refer to
Table 3-1-1.
Notes:

To cancel adding device, click 'Cancel' to exit from the 'Manually Add' interface.

After device adding is finished, VMS will automatically login to the device. The online status will
be displayed as " " if the login succeeds, or displayed as " " if login fails.
(3) Export added device
If user needs to save the added device, it is recommended to include the information on
added device into a device information file (.XML format), and then save it to the PC by exporting
it.
Step 1: Click on
on the "Device Management" interface, and the system will pop up a dialog
box for storage path.
Step 2: You can directly click the path to jump to the location where the device information file is
saved, as shown in the figure.

(4) Import added devices
If more devices to be added are not located in the same network segment, it is recommended
edit a device information file (.XML format), and then add the devices by importing it.
Notes: If a device information file template is needed, it can be exported in "Device Management"
interface.
19

Step 1: Click on

in the "Device Management" interface and a dialog box will pop up.

Step 2: Select and open the device information file saved locally.
Step 3: Click on "Open". After successfully importing the device, available operations are listed
in Table 3-1-1.

3.2 Change device information
Any device information (user name, password, IP/ domain name, etc.) can be changed
whenever necessary.
Notes: This section describes how to change device information. Refer to "10 Device
Configurations" for more details.
Step 1: In the Device Management interface, click "

" behind the target device in the list. The

system displays "Change Device" page, as shown in Figure 3-2-1.

Figure 3-2-1 Change Device
Step 2: Change the device information, and see Table 3-1-2 for more details.
Step 3: Click "Modify" to save the configuration.
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3.3 Search devices by network segment
By setting network segment, all devices within the network segment can be found by search.
Step 1: In the "Device Management" interface, click on "Auto Search”. The system pops up an
interface, as shown in Figure 3-1-2 above.
Step 2: Click on

to pop up the "Search by Segment" interface, as shown in Figure

3-3-1.

3-3-1
Step 3: Fill in the target segment, and then click on "Search" to start search. The search results are
shown in Figure 3-3-2.

Figure 3-3-2 Search Results
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3.5 Search for devices based on other protocols
By modifying the protocol of the device through VMS, devices based on other protocols can
be found by search.
Step 1: In the "Device Management" interface, click on "Auto Search". The system pops up an
interface, as shown in Figure 3-4-1 below.

Figure 3-4-1 Search Interface
Step 2: In the drop-down box

, choose another protocol,

and click on "Search”. The system will display the search results, as shown in Figure 3-4-2.
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Figure 3-4-2 Search Results
Step 3: Add the desired device. See "3.1 Add Device" for more details.

3.5 Delete Device
Any added device which is no longer required should be removed. A single or more devices
can be removed.
(1) Remove a single device
Step 1: In the Device Management interface, click "

" behind the target device in the list.

The system will pop up a dialog box, as shown in Figure 3-5-1.

Figure 3-5-1 Remove Device
Step 2: Click "Yes" to remove the device.
Click on "No" to cancel the operation.

(2) Batch removal
Step 1: In the Device Management interface, check the check-box in front of the device you
want to remove.
Step 2: Click "

" at the upper right corner, and the system will pop up a dialog box, as

shown in Figure 3-4.
Step 3: Click "Yes" to remove the selected device.
Click on "No" to cancel the operation.
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4. Preview
After adding a device in VMS, enter the preview interface to browse the video in real time.

4.1 Real-time preview

4-1 Preview

Select“Mainview”, to attend Preview，A preview screen is shown in Figure 4-1-1 below.
SN

1

2

Name

Illustration

Device tree

Default grouping. Double click to open the grouping. The
grouping contains the added equipment. Dragging the
equipment or channel or double clicking the channel can open
the channel preview; Click the right mouse button to select
the main sub code stream, switch all channels, open playback
and intercom, and synchronize the channel name.

Preview
window area

Browse the video area. The number of windows supports
multiple segmentation methods.
In the process of video preview, it supports capture and
video recording, and supports the operation of turn on
patrol, voice intercom, electronic amplification and so on.
See "4.2 real time preview" for details.
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3

Total audio
control area

Control sound and stop all windows.

4

Patrol
selection area

When there is a patrol plan, you can quickly select the
patrol plan in this area to start the patrol.

5

Switch page

When there are multiple preview pages, you can switch
between different preview pages here

：Remove the alarm mark and video mark in the preview screen

：Adjust the screen display scale

6

Video scale
and window
number
setting area,
view creation
area

7

List switching
area

8

Capture
picture area

：Full screen display
：Adjust the number of windows
：When there are many access devices and it is often
necessary to preview multiple fixed device monitoring
images at the same time, save the preview window that opens
the multi device preview as a view, and then preview the
view, that is, open the preview of multiple devices under
the view. The created view is added to the View tab in the
equipment list area, and can be added to the rotation
training plan while saving the view.
：Click to enter the View tab to view the customized view
：Click to enter the PTZ control tab and control the equipment
through PTZ
Pictures automatically captured by the device will be displayed in this
area.

4-1

4.2 Real-time preview
Local video recording, screen-shot, voice call, zoom-in and sequential view are available during
real-time view of video collected by camera.
(1) Enable preview
25

Preview is enabled in the following ways:
Select
Drag

preview window, double-click the target device in device list area.

the target device from the list to preview window.

Right-click

on the device group and choose

to open device preview

window.
(2) Preview operation
See Table 4-2 for the operations available in preview.
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Task

Description

Operation
Select a video window with preview enabled,
click on

in the window or right click on
to start recording, and

1

Manual
recording

Save manual records
locally

then click on

or right click on
again to stop recording.

Notes: You can set the path where the video
is saved under Configuration area > System
Config.
Select a video window with preview enabled,
click on

2

Manual
screen-shot

Capture
screen-shot
manually

in the window or right click on

a

to capture a screen-shot
manually.
Notes: You can set the path where the
screen-shot is saved under Configuration
area > System Config.
Select a video window with preview enabled,

3

Voice call in
device channel

Voice
call
is
available in device
channel

click on

in the window or right click on
to start voice call, and

then click on
26

or right click on

again to stop the call.
Notes: Voice call can be conducted between
client and IPC connected to device channel.
Select a video window with preview enabled,
click on
4

Zoom in on the
selected area video

Zoom-in

target area by clicking on left mouse button
and moving cursor to zoom in, and then click
on

5

Close a single
window

6

Close
windows

all

in the window and choose a

to cancel it.

Close a
window

channel

Right-click on the window you want to close

Close

channel

Right click on

all

windows
device

for

the

for the

device group to close all channels of the
device.
Select a video window with preview enabled,
right click on

7

Full screen

Specify the window
full-screen

and then double click on
the target window, or first double click on the
target window and then right click on
to open it in full screen.

8

9

10

Adjust window
ratio

Adjust frame ratio.

Specify number
of windows

Specify number of
windows displayed
in a single page

Frame
adjustment

improve
effect by
brightness,
saturation,
without
any

Choose

at the lower right

corner of the window to adjust frame ratio.

preview
adjusting
contrast,
and hue,
changing
image

Choose

at the lower right corner of

the window to specify number of windows.

1. Choose a video window with preview open
and right-click on
2. The system will pop up "Video Setting"
27

parameters,
naming
adjustment.

but
the

dialog box.
3. In the "Color" tab, adjust the color as
necessary in
under
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12

Fish-eye
mode

view

Fish-eye
installation
mode

It is available only
for fish-eye device.
The view mode
varies depending on
the installation mode
of fish-eye device.
View
modes
available
for
different installation
modes.
It is available only
for fish-eye device.
Choose
the
installation mode as
necessary for the
device.
The
installation mode of
fish-eye
device
includes
mounting),

ceiling

wall mounting
and
mounting.
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14

floor

, and change the name
.

Select the video window with the preview
open,
right click on

,

and choose a desired view mode.
See Section 12 Fish-Eye View Mode for more
details.

Choose a video window with preview open
and right-click on

to

access fish-eye operations.
Choose the installation mode as necessary for
the device.
See Section 12 Fish-Eye View Mode for more
details.

Move to the
previous page
of
channel
window

When
channel
window is displayed
across a number of
pages, move to the
previous page.

When channel window is displayed across a
number
of
pages,
right-click
on

Move to the
next page of
channel
window

When
channel
window is displayed
across a number of
pages, move to and
next page.

When channel window is displayed across a
number
of
pages,
right-click
on

in any window to
move to the previous page.

in any window to
move to and next page.
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15

Change
channel code
stream type

Available
stream
types
include
primary
stream,
sub-stream
and
mobile stream.
You

Change
16

main

code stream for
channel

can

Right-click on the device channel and choose
the target device, and then choose the desired
code stream type.

toggle

between the primary
Right-click on
in the
stream, sub-stream
device list on the left to set primary stream,
and mobile stream
sub-stream or mobile-stream for the device.
for a device.

(3) Adjust number of monitoring windows

Click on

in the setting area to adjust the number of view windows, as shown in Figure

4-2.

Figure 4-2 Number of View Windows
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4.3 View Tag

clicking on

at the upper right corner, and rename preview interface group by clicking

on Task Name. After finishing, click on Save to apply the changes.
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4-3 View Tag
1.Add group:
Right-click on the root of the View tab to open the context menu options. Only groups can be
added to the root. Select "New Group" to add a group, as shown in Figure 4-4.

4-4 Add Group

2.Add view tag:
Right-click on the custom added group and select "New view TAB" to open the view creation tab
interface, as shown in Figure 4-5.
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4-5 Add view tag
click

change the page, select the desired page. Select the channel in the device

tree on the left and drag it into the "Unbound" view box in the view. In the view box,
"Unbound" becomes

，right-click

Select "Unbind" to unbind,
Select "Unbind All" to unbind all,
Select "set Main Stream" to set as the main stream,
Select "set sub Stream" to set it as a sub stream,
Select "set mobile Stream" to set the mobil stream
click

to rename，then click

3. Modify and delete view tabs:
In the View tab directory, select alter to modify the View tab or group.
In the View tab directory, select Delete to delete the View tab or group.

4. Switch View tab Preview:
After adding several more view tabs, double-click the View tab to quickly switch
to the preview view.
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4.4 PTZ Control
1.PTZ interface：

Click

to enter PTZ control, the functions supported by PTZ vary according to different

devices.

4-6 PTZ Control
Number

Name

Introduction

1

PTZ control panel

Select a PTZ channel
and click one of the direction buttons to adjust
the viewing angle.
Click“ ” Enable automatic scanning. Click
again to stop automatic scanning
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Adjust the speed
of zoom and focus.
2

Zoom, focus and aperture
adjustment
Zoom,

focus

and

aperture adjustment

3

Auto Focus

“AutoFocus”Auto Focus，“refresh”Refresh
operation，“default”Restore defaults

，Click
，click
4

add point, click

remove

to move to this point.

Cruise
Set
interval
time
，click to start cruise，click to
stop. Can add up to 255 points

4.5Snapshot
When the equipment snapshot is enabled and the alarm is triggered in the preview, you can view
the alarm screenshot on the right side of the preview and click 1 in Figure 4-7 to pop up the
snapshot
area.
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Figure 4-7 snapshot display
Right click on a snapshot to open the right-click menu. The functions of the menu are different
according to different types.

Playback: open the playback window to playback the video before and after the alarm.

Detail information: see Figure
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4-8.

Figure 4-8 face image

In face capture, there is more information about people. Unmatched indicates no comparison,

More gender, age, whether to wear glasses, whether to wear
masks and expressions.

In addition, the right-click menu has the option of add, which can be added to the face database.
When there are comparative pictures in the group, as shown in Figure
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4-9

4-8 comparative face pictures
"Group" and "similarity" are added to the snapshot with comparative face images
The right-click menu also has the edit option, which can modify the information of the face
database.
When
4-9.

the details

are

clicked, the details are

compared,

Figure 4-8 comparison of details
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as

shown

in Figure

5. Cruise plan
By configuring a cruise plan, you can view all frames in sequence.

5.1 Configuration of cruise plan
Step 1: Choose "Cruise Setting" from the main menu, and the system will open Cruise Setting
interface, as shown in Figure 5-1-1. By default, the system will create a cruise plan named
. Click

"Strategy0", which can be renamed by clicking on

to delete

Figure 5-1-1 Cruise Plan
Step 2: Configure task information. (multi-task configuration is available)
(1) Click on

to open "Add Task" interface, as shown in Figure 5-1-2.

(2) Set "Task Name" and "Task Time", and specify the number of cruise windows as desired
by clicking on

.
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Figure 5-1-2 Adds Tasks to Cruise Plan
(3) Drag channels of the device into the video window in the sequence as required. These
channels will be bound, as shown in Figure 5-1-3.
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Figure 5-1-3 Channel Binding
(4) Click on "Save" to finish settings of cruise plan, as shown in Figure 5-1-4.

Figure 5-1-4 Finish Settings of Cruise Plan

5.2 Start cruise
Step 1: Select "Main Window" in Main Menu, and the system will open the preview interface.

Step 2: Choose the cruise plan at the bottom of the interface, as shown in
Step 3: Click on

to start the cruise plan.
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.

6. Remote playback
6.1 Overview of remote playback

You can play back and export any video or picture from any device. Choose "Remote Playback"
from the main menu to enter the Playback interface, as shown in Figure 6-1. See Table 6-1 for
more details.

6-1

SN

Function

Description

1

Device tree

The
device
group shows
the groups and
channels of the
device.
For
settings
of
default device
group, see "8.
System
Configuration".

2

Playback
window

Video playback
display area

Operation

Select a video window with
Screen-shot
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preview enabled, click on
in
the window or right click on

to capture a single
screen-shot.
Select a video window with
preview enabled, and click on
.

Zoom-in

Select a video window with
preview enabled, click on
Stop playing
in the window or right click on
.
Select a video window with
preview enabled, click on
in the window or right click on

Recording

Select a video window with

Enable fish-eye

preview enabled, click on
in
the window or right click on
(available only
for fish-eye device). ）

Full screen display

Click on

or right click on

In the "Device" tab, choose
target device or view, and choose
Set

search

conditions

Search for video or picture, and
then specify target date (any date
when video is

3

Date & time
of access

available

is

Date & time of

marked at the lower right corner

playback

of it) and screen-shot type, code

or

access

stream, start and end times, and
whether to play or not by click
Set conditions for
search for picture

on

, and

then click on "Search".
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Screen-shot types include

All,

Common,

I/O

detection, Motion detection,
Alarm

shots,

screen-shot,
detection

Intelligent
Pedestrian

and

Manual

screen-shot.


The

code

stream

types

include primary stream and
sub stream.


The interval between start
and end times must be less
than one day.

4

5

Progress
box

Cut
and
export

Display
existing video
information

Cut or export
video
as
necessary

：Increase accuracy of playback progress bar.
Decrease accuracy of playback progress bar.

：

：You can re-position the progress bar to jump to
another display area.
Exported recorded
video
Cut video
device

from

See 6.3 Export video from
device for more details.

Play all channels back.
Start playback of videos.
Rewind and play the video.

6

Playback
control bar

Control how
video is played
back
and
volume
of
playback.

Pause playback.
Stop playback .
Playback by single frame.
Fast-forward and play the video.
Play back the video at low speed.

7

Window
control

Select the desired display mode
and number of video windows.

Set how the
video window
is displayed

full-screen display mode.
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8

9

Switchover

Enter video playback interface

Toggle
between video
playback and
slide show of
images

Enter slide show interface. See
6.4 Slide show of images for
more details.

Intelligen
Click

to enter

6-1 function introduction of playback interface

6.2 Playback of video from device
Precondition:
Any video recorded by the device is available in any channel.
Operation procedure:
Step 1: Choose
Step 2:

tab from "Remote Playback" page.

Choose target device channel from Device Group.

Step 3: Specify search conditions in settings

.

1. Choose video type and stream, and specify target time frame.
2. Click on "Search", and the system will display relevant information in the progress box.
Step 4: Choose a window with any video available, and click on
in Figure 6-2.
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to start playback, as shown

Figure 6-2 Playback of Video

Notes:

By default, any remote video will be played back asynchronously. To enable

synchronous playback, click on

to enter the setting

page, as shown in Figure 6-2-1.
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Figure 6-2-1 Playback Settings
Switch

on, to toggle remote playback to synchronous

playback mode.
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6.3 Export recorded video
Precondition:
Any video recorded by the device is available in any channel.
(1) Custom cut and download:
Step 1: Choose
Step 2:

tab from "Remote Playback" page.

Choose target device channel from Device Group.

Step 3: Set search conditions in

.

1. Setup video type and stream, and specify target time frame.
2. Click on "Search", and the system will display relevant information in the progress box.
Step 4: Select a window where any recorded video is available, and click on
Step 5: Click on
click on

to start playback.

and choose a segment of video in the progress box as required, and then

to confirm exporting it. The system will pop up a dialog box, as shown in Figure

6-3-1.

Figure 6-3-1. Export Settings
Step 6: Choose the path where the exported video is saved. Click on "Download" and the system
will pop up "Export progress", as shown in Figure 6-3-2.
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Figure 6-3-2 Export Progress
Step 7: The window will be closed when export process is finished.
(2) Download by date of files:
Step 1: Choose

tab from "Remote Playback" page.

Step 2: Choose target device channel from Device Group.
Step 3: Set search conditions in

.

1. Setup video type and stream, and specify target time frame.
2. Click on "Search", and the system will display relevant information in the progress box.
Step 4: Select a window where any recorded video is available, and click on
all video clips available on the target date, as shown in Figure 6-3-3.
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to pop up

Figure 6-3-3 View Video Clip
Step 5: Check the target time frame for video to be downloaded and choose an export path. Click
on "Download" and the system will pop up "Export progress", as shown in Figure 6-3-4.
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Figure 6-3-4 Export Progress

6.4 Slide show of images from device
Precondition:
Any video recorded by the device is available in any channel.
Operation procedure:
Step 1: Choose

tab from "Remote Playback" page.

Step 2: Choose target device channel from Device Group.
Step 3: Set search conditions in

.

1、 Choose video type and stream, and specify target time frame.
2. Click on "Search", and the system will display picture information on the right side of "Device
Group",as6-4-1
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Step 4: Slide show.
Click on

to toggle between the pages.

6.5 Export Images from Device
On the slide show page, click on

at the bottom right corner of the target image, and the

system will pop up a dialog box indicating successful export, as shown in Figure 6-5.

Figure 6-5 Export Images from Device
Notes:

The path where exported image is saved can be set in "System Config" in the main menu.
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6.6 Intelligent search playback
On the premise of stopping playing, click on the playback interface When entering the
intelligent search, the intelligent search can only play back one channel. The area with video on
the timeline is blue. When playing back

Figure 6-6 intelligent playback

Click and drag the mouse on the interface to select the area to search. Click
playback of the selected area.
Click

to remove，click

for intelligent

Exit intelligent playback.

6.7 Tag Playback
Steps：
Step 1： select

in the "remote playback" interface.

Step 2：Select a device channel in the device group.
Step 3：Select the time and keyword of the search (no keyword means full search)
and click search
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Click

to playback

Set playback duration，Click
Click

to change tag name. Click to remove
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to playback.

7. Search Logs
7.1 Search logs at client
Step 1: Select "Log Search" from the main menu and the system will display the log interface.
Step 2: Choose

. The system displays the logs pages at the local client.

Step 3: Specify user, time frame, log type, and device as required for the search. Local logs at
client include alarm logs, system logs, and operation logs.
Step 4: Click on "Search" to start the search. The system will display the search results, as shown
in Figure 7-1.

Figure 7-1 Search for Logs at Local Client
Notes:
logs.

After the logs are searched successfully, you can click on "Backup" to export relevant

7.2 Search logs at remote device
Step 1: Select "Log Search" in Main Menu, and the system will open the log interface.
Step 2: Choose

. The system displays the Remote Log interface.

Step 3: Specify time frame, log type, and device as required for the search. Logs at remove device
include system logs, configuration logs, alarm logs, user logs, video logs, data logs, network logs,
and intelligent logs.
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Step 4: Click on "Search" to start the search. The system will display the search results, as shown
in Figure 7-2.

Figure 7-2 Search for Remote Logs
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8. System Configuration
System settings include general settings and file settings. .

Step 1: Choose "System Config" from the main menu to display the system configuration
interface, as shown in Figure 8-1.

Figure 8-1 System Configuration
Step 2: For more details on system configuration, refer to Table 8-1.
Parameters

Description
Language

English language is available

Keep System Logs for

How long the system logs will be kept:

One week

Half a month


One month

General（通用设置）
Enable Auto-Login

Whether automatic login is enabled

Resume Live View Status

Whether to resume live view
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Enable Sync to device
channel name

Whether to synchronize to the device
channel

File type

In what type files are saved, including:

rf

AVI


mp4

The maximum file size, including:

Max File Size



1G



2G



3G



4G

File Config
Alarm when disk space is
less than ___MB
Path of Saved Pictures
Path of Saved Videos
Alarm Input
Video Exception
Motion Detection

The threshold for low disk space alarm.
Check and set a threshold value.
Set the path where local image files are
saved.
Set the path where local video files are
saved.
The path for alarm sound file
The path for video exception sound file
The path for motion detection sound
file

Table 8-1 Settings Configuration
Step 3: Click on "Save" to complete system setting.
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9. Account Management
You can add or delete user and modify authority in account management.

9.1 Add user
Step 1: Choose "Account Management" from the main menu to enter the Account Management
interface, as shown in Figure 9-1-1.

Figure 9-1-1 Account Management Interface
Step 2: Click on "

" at the upper right corner of the interface to add a new user, and the system

pops up a dialog box as shown in Figure 9-1-2. See Table 9-1-1 for more details.
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Figure 9-1-2 Add a New User
Parameters

Description
Used to uniquely identify a user, and mustn't
be the same as any existing user name.
User's password for login. Confirm password
by entering it again.
Set user's basic authority as required, including:
Log management
Face management
Alarm configuration management
E- E-map management
Device management
Human and vehicle management

User Name
Password
Confirm Password

Base Rights

Table 9-1-1 Settings for New User
Step 3: Set the channel authority as required by checking related option at the right side for each
authority. See Table 9-1-2 for more details.
Parameters

Description

Live View
PTZ Control
Capture
Record
Playback
Download Record
Local Record Schedule

Live preview
Cradle head control
Screen-shot
Recording
Remote playback
Download video files
Local video recording schedule
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Local Playback

Local playback

Table 9-1-2 Channel Authority
Step 4: After finishing setting (click Default to restore default settings), click on "OK" to save the
new user and finish adding.
Notes: Admin has full authority, which cannot be changed or deleted. Any added user can be
deleted and relevant authority can be changed.

9.2 Modify User

Figure 9-2 Modify User
Step 1: Click on

behind the target user name to pop up an interface as shown in Figure 9-2.

Step 2: Modify user authority, name or password.
Step 3: Click on OK to save modification.

9.3 Delete User
Click on

behind the target user name to pop up a dialog box, and then click on OK.

alternatively, check the box for users to be deleted, and then click on
corner of the interface to delete them by batch.
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Or

at the upper right

10.E-map
E-map is used to locate video channel or alarm channel, and view video or alarm promptly.

10.1 New map
Step 1: Choose "E-map Config" from the main menu to display the e-map configuration interface,
as shown in Figure 10-1-1.

Figure 10-1-1 Map Configuration
Step 2: Click on

in the interface to pop up a dialog box as shown in Figure 10-2.

Figure 10-1-2 Choose Map
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Step 3: Name the map and choose a path for image files.
Step 4: Click on Yes to save the settings.

10.2 Edit map
Double-click on the target map to edit to enter the page as shown in Figure 10-2-1.

Figure 10-2-1 Edit E-map
Step 1: Add a device to the map by unfolding Device Group at the left side and dragging the
device to a required position in the map.
Step 2: Click on
Notes:

to create a new hot spot in the map.

To add a hot spot, you have to create a new map, as shown in Figure 10-2-2.
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Figure 10-2-2 hot spot in Map
Step 3: Add a hot spot to the map and drag a device to a required position in the map. The final
result is shown in Figure 10-2-3.
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Figure 10-2-3 Preview of Map
Notes:
Click on Preview at the bottom right to receive any live alarm from the device. Double-click
on the device to view the live video frames from the device.
Double-click on the hot spot icon to enter the map. Click on Preview at the bottom right to
receive any live alarm from the device. Double-click on the device to view the live video frames
from the device. Click on Preview to remove any alarm from the device.
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10.3 Modify and delete device
1. Click on device icon, and click on

to enter device modification interface, as shown in

Figure 10-3.

Figure 10-3 Modify Device
Parameter description:
Hot spot name
Linked camera
Hot spot color
Icon
Hot spot background color
2. Click on the device icon and then on
delete it.

to pop up a dialog box, and then click on OK to
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11. Login to Device
11.1 Login to device

Step 1: Double click on

.

Step 2: After the system displays the login interface, click on the "Device Login" option on the
left to switch to the Device Login interface.
Step 3: Set parameters, as detailed in Table 2-3.
Step 4: Click on "Login" to enter the interface as shown in Figure 11-1. See Table 11-1 for more
details.

11.2 Remote video playback
Step 1: On the function tab, click on "Remote Playback" to enter the remote video playback
interface, as shown in Figure 11-2-1.
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Figure 11-2-1 Remote Video Playback

SN
1

Date

2

Device tree

Description
Set the recording type, code stream, start and end times
in "Search Config", and then click on "Search", and the
recording information will be displayed in the time
progress box.
Select the device that needs to be played back.

Search area

Select the playback
type, stream type, start and end time of the search, and
whether to synchronize playback.

3

Name

Click

4

Playback control area

3

Video playback area

to search.

Control how video is played back and volume of
playback.

Start playback.

Pause playback.

Stop playback.

Playback by single frame.

Play back at higher speed

Play back at lower speed

Edit and export video clip.

Export video.
Click on
or
to turn on audio and adjust
volume.
The windows in preview area can be divided by various
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7

Video control area

8

Set the video window and
display mode

pattern. Screen-shot, video recording and electronic
amplification are available during preview.
Screen-shot: Select a video window with preview
enabled, click on
in the window or right click on
to capture a single screen-shot.
Electron amplification: Select a video window with
preview enabled, and click on .
Recording: Select a video window with preview
enabled, and click on .
Play video in all channels from the same point of time.
Stop recording in all channels.
Special mode for fish-eye device.
Click on
to choose a desired video window display
mode.
Click
on
or
right-click
on
to choose full screen display mode.

Table 11-2 Parameter Description

11.3 Export recorded video
Step 1: Choose a video window where playback is active, and click on
control area to pop up a dialog box as shown in Figure 11-3-1.
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in the playback

Figure 11-3-1 Export Video
Step 2: Check the video to be exported, and then set a path where it will be saved.
Step 3: Click "Download" to start export.
Notes:

See "Section 8 System Configuration" for more details.

11.4 System Configuration
Click on "System Config" in the function tab to enter the system configuration interface. See
"Section 8 System Configuration" for more details.
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12. Smart Search
12.1 Face recognition and search
Step 1: Click on "Face Search" in the main menu to enter the face search interface, as shown in
Figure 12-1.
Notes:

The device must allow face recognition.

Figure 12-1-1. Face Search Interface
See Table 12-1 for more details.
SN
1

Name
Device tree

Description
List device channels.
Displays images that are found based on
settings.
Set the time frame for the search;
Click on
to add an image, either a local
image or a device image. Click on
to
set similarity and click on
to
make a comparison search.

2

Search results display area

3

Search setting area

4

Comparison search area

5

Video playback area

Select the specified video in the search results
area and play it in the playback area.

6

Face information

Display the face information in the database

Table 12-1 Function Description
Step 2: After selecting the device channel and face group and setting the target date, click on
"Search", and the system will display results as shown in Figure 12-3.
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Figure 12-1-3 Search Results
Select an image

in the device and click on

button to search based on

similarity. Click on a card to display details and play the video below.
Step 3: Click the picture you want to view the video, Click on
enter the video playback interface, and click on

in the video playback area to

to enter the full-screen display mode, as

shown in Figure 12-4. For more details, see" Table 6-1 Overview of Playback Functions ".

Figure 12-1-4 Image Slide Show
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12.2

Comparison search

Step 1: Click on "Face Search" in the main menu to enter the face search interface, as shown in
12-1-1 above.
Notes:

The device must allow face recognition.

Step 2: After selecting the device channel and face group and setting the search date, click on
to add face pictures (either local pictures or pictures in the device).
Specify

search

similarity

,

and

finally

click

on

. The system will display a page as shown in 12-1-3.
(1) Use AI_ Searchsnapedfaces message searches all qualified faces given relevant conditions;
(2) Use AI_ Getsnapedfeaturesid message obtains all qualified ID and feature ID;
(3) Recycle AI_ The filtersnapedfaces message obtains the filtering results until all faces are
filtered;
(4) Use AI_ The matchaddedfaces message obtains the identity information of all repeat
customers;
(5) Summarize the identity information and merge repeat customers with the same identity
information.

12.3 Search for repeat visitors
Step 1: Click on "Repeat Visitors" in the main menu to enter the face search interface, as shown in
Figure 12-3.
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12-3-1
SN
1

Name
Device tree

2

Select the time frame you want to
search

3

Human search display area

4

Repeat visitor information display
area

5

Video playback area

Description
List the channels for the device.
The frequency of face appearance is searched by
time frame, minimum time of face appearance
and similarity.
Display the portrait of the person searched by
device and times of appearance.
Show in chronological order the number of repeat
visitors, the time, and the device channel in
which the shot was taken.
Select the specified video in the repeat
information display area and play it in the
playback area.

12-4 Function Description
Step 2: Select a device or group of devices and select the time to be searched, the Min Interval
and Similarity. Choose the group for a person in

, and click on

button to start search, as shown in Figure 14-3.
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12-3-2 Search Results
Step 3: In search result display area, the search results are displayed in the form of cards, which
consists of three parts, appearance frequency at the lower part
in the middle, and name,

and checked at the upper part

, portrait
. First

search stored information for the name. If no result is found, it will be displayed as Stranger. Click
on the
button to enter the detailed information page. In this page, if the repeat visitor is the
person stored in the device, the detailed information will appear, as shown in Figure12-3-3.
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12-3-3 Detailed information
In this interface, if you are a stranger, there is no other information. If you know this person, you
can add this person's information to the device or change his information. Click the button
pointed by the arrow in the figure below. Enter the interface shown in 12-3-4.

12-3-4
Click（save）to save the information into the device.
Click
, Or check (select all) below, then click
queried can be exported.

the information that can be

Step 4： The information of repeat customers photographed by the equipment can be displayed
in the information column below, as shown in 12-3-5.

12-3-5 Information display bar
Click

play back the video in the video playback window on the right.
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12.4 Search for Human and Vehicle
Click human and vehicle in AI Search to enter

12-4-1
SN
1
2
3
4
5

Name
Device tree
Select the time frame you want to
search
Human and vehicle search display
area
Device information display area
Video playback area

Description
List the channels for the device.
Select the time frame to search, check the person
or vehicle to search, and then click on Search.
Display image of the human and vehicle found by
the time frame.
Display the details on the device
Playback video

12-4 Human/Vehicle Search Interface Description
Step 1: Select a device or device group from the device tree.
Step 2: Select the time frame to search at the bottom of the device tree, check the person or
vehicle to search, and then click on Search.
Step 3: The search results are displayed in the display area in the form of cards. Click on a card to
display details on the device at the bottom, and to play back the video in the playback
area. Check the box in the top right corner of the card and click the button
top right corner of the page to export the information.
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in the

13. Face Attendance
Step 1: Click on "Face Attendance" in the main menu and the system enters the face search
interface, as shown in Figure 13-1.

13-1 Face Attendance Interface
SN

1

Name

Description

Device name and status

Right click to switch the device. When the device
is online, "online" in blue font is displayed, and
when the device is offline, "offline" in red font is
displayed
Click

to enter search ， And search the

2

Functional area

statistics of the current device, as 14.5. Click
enter setting, as 21.4.5

3

Time and total attendance display
area

Displays the current time, total attendance, total
attendance and total non attendance

Click
4

Preview area

to

to switch to single channel preview，

Click to switch to 4-channel preview and click
again to switch to the page.
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Click

，Open the channel selection to select

the channel to preview

5

6

Group attendance statistics area

Attendance information display
area

Click
to switch. Click
group to be counted.

to select the

Display the information of the person who has
been checked in and out, whether to be late or
leave early. When the commuting time is white,
there is no late or leave early. When the time is
red, it indicates that he has been late or left
early. Click

13-1 Function introduction
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to switch page

14. Data Analysis
14.1 Face detection statistics

14-1-1 Face detection statistics interface

SN

Name

Description

1

Face detection
module

2

Device tree

Display device channel

3

Search settings area

Set the search date, search time period and
group

4

Result display area

The histogram and pie chart show the data
searched

and statistics

Click to enter the face detection statistics page

14-1
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14.2 Statistics of Human and Vehicle

14-2-1
SN

Name

Description

1

Face detection
module

2

Device tree

Display device channel

3

Search settings area

Set the search date, search time period and
group;

4

Result display area

The histogram and pie chart show the data
searched

and

statistics

Click to enter the human model detection
statistics page

14-2
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14.3 Line crossing statistics
In the data analysis interface, click area 1 in figure 14-3-1 to enter the line crossing statistics page

14-3-1
SN

Name

Description

1

Line cross detection and statistics
module

Click to enter the line cross detection statistics
page

2

Device tree

Display device channel
Set the display type, bar chart or line chart; Set the

3

Search settings area

4

Result display area

search time period, detection type, line crossing
type and time.
The histogram and pie chart show the data
searched

14-3

14.4 Heat map
The thermal diagram shows the heat degree of the selected area in the intelligent
configuration interface. Enter at 1 of 14-4-1 in the data analysis interface
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14-4-1

SN

Name

Description

1

Heat map module

Click to enter

2

Device tree

Display device channel
Set the search date, search time period and

3

Search settings area

4

Result display area

detection type; Set the display mode. The
space thermal diagram is displayed in picture
mode, and the time heat diagram is displayed
in histogram, showing the heat value
The histogram and pie chart show the data
searched

14-4
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14.5 Face attendance statistics

14-5-1
SN

Name

Description

1

Attendance statistics module

Click to enter the attendance statistics page

2

Tab

Switch between attendance
attendance calculation page

3

Search settings area

Set the start and end time of the search and
select the device to search

4

Result display area

The table displays the searched data

record

and

14-5
The attendance record displays the start and end time of attendance for each
person in the search equipment area.

Attendance calculation calculates everyone's attendance status according to
these information and configured information.
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15. AI Scenario
15.1 Preview of channels and groups in the scene of line
crossing statistics

15-1 -1
SN
1

Name
Device tree

Description
List the channels for the device.

Tab

Switch channel preview, group preview, scene
search and configuration interfaces

3

Preview area

Preview the channel scene. When previewing,
the interface of each channel displays the total
number of people entering, leaving and staying
in the channel.When there is no channel
preview, click
to add channel.

4

Functional control area

2

click
screen
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to switch preview split

, 1, 4, 6, 8 and 9 split screens can be switched.
page control. Click
to
switch from the previous page to the next page,
or enter the page number to jump to the
number of pages.
Click

to controls the display of channel data,

remove individual channel data and
remove all data.
This area displays the value and status of the
selected channel or group. Under normal
circumstances, the number of people staying in
it is less than the set upper limit. The icon
appears green, and the upper limit of people
displayed also appears green
,and show
“Please Enter”. When the number of people
staying inside is greater than or equal to the set
upper limit of the number of people, the
displayed upper limit of the number of people
will also appear in red, and the icon will appear
in red

, and show “Please Wait”.

In the display area, there is a full screen
5

Display area

button ，Click to make the display area full
screen. If the display advertisement is not set,
the display area will be enlarged and displayed
in full screen. If the display advertisement is
set, the advertisement will be played in
rotation, and all icon text values in the display
area will be displayed on the right side of the
screen to ensure that users can view the
specific values of the channel in real time.

To exit the full screen, click the right mouse
button to exit, and then return to the original
window.

6

Statistical display area

This area displays the number of people
entering, leaving and staying in each channel
every hour in a day in real time. When a certain
value is 0, it is replaced by "-".
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15-1
Select the second "group" button in the tab to enter the group preview. The biggest
difference between group preview and channel preview is that the channel preview is based on
the channel, and the parameters of each channel can be set. The group preview is based on the
whole group, and only the parameters of the whole group can be set. Second, the group preview
has more map modes, as shown in figure 15-1-2.

15-1-2
As shown in Figure 15-2, there is a drop-down box of "group" in zone 1 of the "group"
interface
，You can select different groups in it. In the preview area, all
channels of a group are previewed at a time, and only the number of people in and out are
displayed in the value displayed by each channel.
“
modes
mode.

Select

Mode

”

to
change
different
，“Live”is preview.“Map”is map

15.2 Search for crossing line statistics
Select "search" in the tab to enter , as shown in figure 15-2-1
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15-2-1

SN
1

2

Name
Device list

Search display area

Description
Display the devices that support the scene of line
crossing statistics
The total number and average number of people
entering, entering and leaving, and entering but
not leaving of each channel or group searched in
the time period are displayed in the form of pie
chart. click
can switch between the total
number of people or the average number of
people.

3

Search settings area

Result display area
4

Set the search channel or group, search time,
time period and search type
The trend change of the number of people in and
out in time is shown in the form of histogram,
line chart and
table.
The
drop-down box can switch between different
channels or groups. The last three buttons switch
the histogram, line chart and table respectively.
Click
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to export data.

15-2

15.3 Configuration of line passing statistics
In the intelligent scene interface, select "setup" to enter the scene configuration page of line
crossing statistics. As shown in figure 15-3-1

15-3-1
SN
1

Name
Device list

Description
Display the devices that support the scene of line
crossing statistics
Advertise Mode：enable advertise mode
Keep Aspect Ratio： keep aspect ratio or not
SEQ Dwell Time： polling interval

2

Advertising configuration

Image ： Enter picture management, add and
delete advertising pictures, see 15-6

Channel configuration:
3

Channel and group configuration

One piece of data for each channel of the
equipment, channel: channel number, enable:
whether to display, capacity: set the upper limit
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of the number of people, setup: set the
parameters of line crossing statistics, see figure
15-7, alarm: set the alarm output parameters,
see figure 15-8.

Group configuration:

A group can only have 8 groups at most. Group:
group number. Add IP Camera: Click
set
channels for group. Enable: enable display.
Capacity：Set the maximum number of people
in each group. Start time\end time:Set the start
and end time. Type：detection types person.
Alarm: set the alarm output parameters.

15-2
Add or delete alarm pictures, as shown in figure 15-3-2

15-3-2
Click to add local image，click
cannot be larger than 2m.

to delete image, 16 pics at most. Size of each picture

figure 15-3-3 for the configuration of line crossing statistical channel. See Chapter 21 for details

15-3-3
The alarm output settings are shown in figure 15-3-4
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15-3-4
Buzzer: indicates whether the alarm buzzer is enabled.
Alarm out: alarm output local - > 1 local alarm output IP_ Ch1 - > 1... Front end alarm output
Latch time: duration.
Note: Channels are mutually exclusive in the channel area or group, that is, a channel is
selected in a group, and the channel Enable in the channel configuration table cannot be
selected and is grayed out. Similarly, Enable selects a channel in the channel configuration
table. , you cannot choose to change the channel in the group configuration table. Groups are
also mutually exclusive, and a channel cannot exist in two different groups at the same time.
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16. Fish-Eye View Mode
Only the fish-eye device allows setting of the installation mode and view mode, and the view
mode corresponding to different installation modes is shown in Table 16-1.

Parameters

Description

The rendering mode of the current video screen (the default supports the original
image mode). According to different installation modes, other different rendering
modes are available as follows:
View mode
1) Ceiling mounted: VR, cylinder, 1P, 1P+1, 1P+3, 1P+6, 1P+8, 1+3, 1+8, 2, 2P, 4.
2) Wall mounted: VR, 1P, 1P+3, 1P+8, 1+3, 1+8, 4.
3) Floor mounted: VR, cylinder, 1P, 1P+1, 1P+3, 1P+6, 1P+8, 1+3, 1+8, 2P, 4.

Ceiling/wall/floor
mounted

：
A raw image which has not been corrected.

Original
image

Parameters

Ceiling mounted

Description

：2

2 independent sub-frames, which allows doubling and moving
operations.

：VR

VR mode, double-click to enter, which allows doubling and moving
operations.

：
cylinder
Ceiling//floor
mounted

Cylindrical display mode, which can be stretched into a plane, which
allows moving operation.

：4

4 independent sub-frames, which allows doubling and moving
operations.

：2P

Two associated 180° rectangular expansion screens, and the two
sub-windows at any time constitute a 360° panorama, also known as
"double panorama". The two rectangular expansion screens allow the
operation of moving the starting laterally, and interaction.

：1P

A 360° rectangular panorama is expanded, which allows moving
operation.
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：1P+1

A 360° rectangular panorama expanded +1 independent sub-screen.
Sub-screen and sub-box in rectangular panorama expanded allow
doubling and moving operations. Rectangular panorama expansion
does not allow doubling and moving operations.

：1P+3

A 360° rectangular panorama expanded +3 independent sub-screen.
Sub-screen and sub-box in rectangular panorama expanded allow
doubling and moving operations. Rectangular panorama expansion
does not allow doubling and moving operations.

：1P+6

A 360° rectangular panorama expanded +6 independent sub-screen.
Sub-screen and sub-box in rectangular panorama expanded allow
doubling and moving operations. Rectangular panorama expansion
does not allow doubling and moving operations.

：1P+8

A 360° rectangular panorama expanded +8 independent sub-screen.
Sub-screen and sub-box in rectangular panorama expanded allow
doubling and moving operations. Rectangular panorama expansion
does not allow doubling and moving operations.

：1+3

An original image +3 independent sub-images, and the sub-frames in
the sub-images and the original image all allow doubling and moving
operations. The original image allows doubling operation.

：1+8

An original image +8 independent sub-images, and the sub-frames in
the sub-images and the original image all allow doubling and moving
operations. The original image allows doubling operation.

Ceiling//floor
mounted

Parameters

Description

：VR

VR mode, double-click to enter, which allows doubling and moving
operations.

：1P

A 360° rectangular panorama is expanded laterally, changing the
vertical angle of view. It does not allow doubling and moving
operations.

：4

4 independent sub-frames, which allows doubling and moving
operations.

：1P+3

A 360° rectangular panorama expanded +3 independent sub-screen.
Sub-screen and sub-box in rectangular panorama expanded allow
doubling and moving operations. Rectangular panorama expansion
changes vertical angle of view, but does not allows doubling and
moving operations.

Wall mounted
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：1P+8

A 360° rectangular panorama expanded +8 independent sub-screen.
Sub-screen and sub-box in rectangular panorama expanded allow
doubling and moving operations. Rectangular panorama expansion
changes vertical angle of view, but does not allows doubling and
moving operations.

：1+3

An original image +3 independent sub-images, and the sub-frames in
the sub-images and the original image all allow doubling and moving
operations. The original image allows doubling and moving
operations.

：1+8

An original image +8 independent sub-images, and the sub-frames in
the sub-images and the original image all allow doubling and moving
operations. The original image allows doubling and moving
operations.

Table 16-1 View Mode

16.1 Access Fish-Eye Mode during Live Preview
Step 1: Click on
or right-click on
in the preview window to access
fish-eye mode, as shown in Figure 16-1-1. See Table 16-2 for more details.
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Figure 16-1-1 Fish-Eye Mode
SN

2
3

Parameters
Fish-eye
installation
mode
Fish-eye view mode
Real-time interface

4

Cradle head control

1

Description
Switch to fish-eye installation mode.
Switch to fish-eye view mode.
Real-time display of fish-eye window view.

Use the control panel to adjust the
fish-eye window view.

Table 16-2 Overview of Fish-Eye Interface Functions
Step 2: With the fish-eye installation mode and view mode set properly, the fish-eye equipment
can be controlled with cradle head.

16.2 Access Fish-Eye Mode during Playback
Click on
details.

in the playback window to access fish-eye mode. Refer to Section 16.1 for more
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17. Alarm Setting
Open the main menu and click to enter it. You can enable and set various types of alarms for the
channel.

17.1Overview of Alarm Interface
Select "Alarm Config" from the main menu to enter the alarm setting interface, as shown in
Figure 17-1-1 See Table 17-1 for more details.

Figure 17-1-1 Alarm Setting Interface

SN
1

Parameters
Device list

Description
Open the device group and select a channel.
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2

Alarm type

3

Alarm
triggering
operation

4

Copy and save

5

Trigger alarm
information
window,
pop-up window
and sound

Alarm types include:

Motion

I/O

Video Loss

PIR

Intelligent

Alarms triggers include:

Capture

Record

Popup

Sound
Click Copy to copy the alarm trigger for this channel to other
channels or channels of other devices, and click Save to save the
settings.
Click on

to pop up the alarm trigger information window;

Click on

to delete the existing alarm information in the pop-up

window; Click on
to disable it. Click on
click on

6

SN

Alarm
thumbnail and
zoom-in
of
alarm trigger
message
window
Parameters

to enable audible alarm, and click on
to enable pop-up alarm message, and

to disable it.

Click on
under
to hide alarm
thumbnail in preview area. Click on
to zoom in the pop-up
alarm trigger message; Click on
to unfold or fold the alarm
trigger message window;
Description

Table 17-1-2 Alarm Settings
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17.2 Alarm settings
Step 1: Open a device from the device list and choose a channel for the device.
Step

2:

Choose

an

alarm

type

from

;

Step 3: Enable an alarm trigger under the alarm type, and enable any required options.
Step 4: Click Save to save;
Step 5: If other channels or devices also need the same alarm triggering operation, click on

and the device channel box will pop up

, check the channel to be opened, click on OK

to confirm, and then click on Save.(Note: The copy function only takes effect when an alert
triggering operation on a certain channel by clicking on

.）

17.3 Trigger alarm information window, pop-up window and
sound


Click on

at the lower left corner to open the trigger alert information window,

as shown in Figure 14-3-1.

Figure 17-3-1 Alarm Message Window


In the alarm message window, you can see:

alarm time

,
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alarm source

alarm type

alarm message

alarm screen-shot

alarm video
View

,

,

,

,

.
alarm

selection
Click on relevant picture or screen-shot to view the details.
Click on

to zoom in the alarm message window, as shown in Figure 17-3-2.
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type

Figure 17-3-2 Alarm Message Window



After the alarm trigger is enabled, the device channel real-time preview pop-up will appear
when the alarm is triggered, and the alarm situation can be checked in real time, as shown in
Figure 17-3-3.

Figure 17-3-2 Alarm Pop-Up Preview
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18. Local Playback
18.1Overview of Local Playback

You can play back and export videos and images at client. Select "Local Playback" from
main menu to enter the playback interface, as shown in Figure 18-1. See table 18-1-1 for more
details.

Figure 18-1-1 Local Playback Page

SN

Function

Description

1

Device tree

The
device
group
shows
the groups and
channels of the
device.
For
settings
of
default device
group, see "8.
System
Configuration".

2

Date
time
access

3

Playback

&
Video playback
of
search time
Control

how

Operation

After selecting the device in the "Device tree",
select the date to search for playback. If there is a
video on that date, there will be an index at the
lower right corner of the date, and then click on
"Search".
Whether to sync playback.
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4

control bar

video is played
back
and
volume
of
playback.

Playback
window

Video playback
display area

Start playback of videos.
Pause playback.
Stop playback .
Playback by single frame.
Fast-forward and play the video.
Play back the video at low speed.
Start video playback in all channels.
Stop video playback in all channels.
Enable fish-eye mode.
Select the playback window, click on
Screen-sh
or right click on
to
ot
capture a single image.
Select a video window with preview
Zoom-in
enabled, and click on
.
Select a video window with preview
Stop
enabled, and click on
playing
or right click on
.
Select a video window with preview
Recordin
enabled, click on
in the window
g
or right click on
Select a video window with preview
enabled, click on
in the window
Enable
or right click on
fish-eye
(available only for fish-eye device).）
Full
screen
display

SN

5

Function

Window
control

Click

on

or

right

click

on

Description

Operation

Set how the
video window
is displayed

or

Select
the
desired
display
mode
and
number
of
video
windows.
full-screen
display
mode.

6

Progress
box

Display existing
video
information

：Increase accuracy of playback progress bar. ：
Decrease accuracy of playback progress bar.

7

Download
video

Download local
video

Click

to enter interface

Table 18-1-1 Overview of Playback Functions

18.2 Playback of local video
This playback is a local video operation performed through a local video plan. See "Section
19 Local Video Recording Schedule" for local video playback operations.
Step 1: From the main menu, select "Local Playback" to enter the local video playback screen.
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Step 2: In the "Device Group", check the device as required, set the date to be played back at the
bottom, and click on "Search". After successful search, the results will be displayed in the progress
box, as shown in Figure 18-2-1.

Figure 18-2-1 Search for Local Videos
Step

3:

Click

on

or

to

start

playback,

as

shown

in

Figure

18-2-2.

Figure 18-2-2 Playback of Local Videos
Notes:

By default, any remote video will be played back asynchronously. To enable
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synchronous playback, click on

to enter the setting page, as shown in Figure 18-2-3. After

entering the synchronous play mode, click on

to start sync playback or on

to stop it.

Figure 18-2-3 Setting of Sync Playback

19.

Local Video Recording Schedule

The operations on local video schedule are described below.
Step 1: Select "Local Record" from the main menu to pop up a local video recording schedule
page, as shown in Figure 19-1-1

19-1-1 Select Path Where Video is Saved
Step 2: After selecting the path, click on "Save" to save, and the system enters the local video
recording schedule page, as shown in Figure 19-1-2.
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Figure 19-1-2 Local Video Recording Schedule
Step 3: Set the memory reserved size under Reserved Size (GB) (by double-clicking on it), then
specify the Overwrite time in the upper right corner, and click on Save.
Step 4: Click on "Record Schedule" to enter the video Schedule setting interface. Check the target
device from the device tree, specify the time of recording in the grid area on the right side of the
interface, hold down the left mouse button and drag to set, and click on "Save" to Save after
setting, as shown in Figure. 19-1-3.

Figure 19-1-3 Setting of Recording Time
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Step 5: After setting, go back to the interface of "Record Management", check the box on the
bottom left to select the device channel to record, or select all channels with one click, and then
click on

at the lower right corner to start the local scheduled recording. After

recording is started, "Writing" will be displayed at Disk Status in Record Management, and the
recording status is displayed as "recording", as shown in Figure 19-1-4.

Figure 19-1-4 Start Local Scheduled Video Recording
Step 6: Click on
stop local scheduled video recording，"Writing" will disappear from
the Disk Status in Record Management, and the recording status is displayed as "recording stop",
as shown in Figure 19-1-5.

Figure 19-1-5 Ending Local Scheduled Video Recording
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Step 7: Open the "Local Playback" from the main menu to enter the local playback interface, and
the channel is displays as recorded video, as shown in Figure 19-1-6.

Figure 19-1-6 Local Playback
Step 8: For more details on local playback, see "Section 18 Local Playback".
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20. File Management
File management allows you to view and play back local videos and images. The video
includes the video operations during the preview, and the picture includes the capture operations
during the preview.

20.1 Slide Show and Export of Local Images
Step 1: Select "File Management" from the main menu to pop up File Management interface, as
shown in Figure 20--1-1.

Figure 20-1-1 File Management
Step 2: Select the device channel you want to view in the "Device Group" on the left, set the date
and time, and click "Search" to query the picture, as shown in Figure 20-1-2.
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Figure 20-1-2 Search for Local Pictures
Step 3: Double-click on the image you want to play back.
Notes: Right-click on the image and choose
, the folder where the
image is stored will pop up. Right-click and choose
, and the image will be
removed (the same as clicking on
at the bottom of the screen). Right-click and choose
(the same as clicking on
image to another path.

at the bottom of the screen) and it will export the
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20.2 Playback and export of local videos
Step 1: Select "File Management" from the main menu to enter the File Management interface.
Click on "Video" to switch to the video interface.
Step 2: Select the device channel you want to view in the "Device Group" on the left, set the date
and time, and click "Search" to search the video. If a video exists on the specified date, it will be
displayed, as shown in Figure 20-2-1.

Figure 20-2-1 Local Video Recording
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Step 3: Double-click on the local video you want to view, and the video starts playing back, as
shown in Figure 20-2-2.

Figure 20-2-2 Playback of Video
Notes: Right-click on
on the image, the folder where the video is
stored will pop up. Right-click on
to delete the video (the same as clicking on
at the bottom of the screen).Right-click on
(the same as clicking on
at the
bottom of the screen) to export the video to a different path.
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21. AI configuration
It can be configured only when the device supports face, media port and non IPC devices

21.1 Face Edit
In AI config, click "face edit" to open the face editing page. This page has three sub items: model
configuration, face group management and face database management.
1.Model configuration
Model management is used to manage face models, and select different face calculation
methods, as shown in figure 21-1-1. Click "model configuration" to enter model management.

21-1 -1
SN

Name

Description

1

Model management tab

Click to enter the model management page

2

Device tree

Display device for selecting devices
After entering the page, select a device to obtain
the model information in the device. among

3

Model management area
Local in device / channel represents the board end
model
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Ch1... Represents the model of IPC band. Only one
of these two models can be used. When "auto
select model" is selected, the model cannot be
selected manually. After setting, click Save to save
the configured model.

"Face recognition" face recognition version

"Face detection model" face detection model
version

"Save" saves the changed information

"Refresh" updates data

21-1
2.DataBase Management
Face database management can add and delete face groups, and face group picture information.
The interface is shown in figure 21-1-2

21-1-2
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SN

Name

Description

1

Face database management tab

Click to enter the face database management page

2

Device Tree

Display device for selecting devices
A device can only add up to 16 face groups. The
three groups "Allow List", "block list" and
"stranger" are fixed and cannot be deleted.

"Group name" is the face group name, which can
be changed.

"Delete" deletes groups other than three fixed
groups.

3

Face database management area

"Edit" modification is mainly to add, delete and
modify the pictures in the face group.

"Enable" face group status

Add to add a face group

"Save" saves the changes

Refresh refreshes the data.

21-2
Addition, deletion and modification of face image information. Select a group and click "Edit"
to enter the data modification page of this group
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21-1-3
Add face: click ，"Add face" is displayed on the right to enter the add face interface. Fill in
name, sex, age, coutry, nationality, native place, ID, code, occupation, phone number, email,
residence and remark on the right Left click or right click the on the right select image，You
can select local pictures or search for pictures captured by the device. Select the device to be
added and click "save" to save.
Note: name, sex, age and picture are required, others are optional

After saving successfully, "adding complete" will be displayed in the result of the device selected
in the "sync to device" table

Modify face: select a picture on the left and click it. The "Edit face" and the details of the picture
will be displayed on the right. You can change these information.

"Add to group" select another group to add the picture to other groups. At the same time, edit
has an additional "additional face image" to add additional faces. Additional faces can also be
captured from local or device.

Move face: select a picture on the right, right-click to open the menu, and select "move to" to
move the face to other groups.

Delete face: right click the picture and select "delete" to delete the film.Or click
pictures in batch.
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to delete

3. Data Base synchronization
This interface has only two functions: import and export of database.

21-1-4
SN

Name

Description

1

Database synchronization tab

Click to enter the database synchronization page

2

Import

Import database

3

Export

Export database

21-3
Import / export database: Click

21-1-5
Select path，Click
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21.2 AI Config
Select "AI Config" in the "main menu", the system will enter the intelligent configuration
interface, and then click the "set up" button, as shown in figure 21-2-1. Refer to table 21-2-1 for
function introduction of intelligent configuration interface.
Note: the functions of PID, LCD and FD, HVD and CC are mutually exclusive, and CC and PID, LCD
and FD are mutually exclusive. If they are opened at the same time, a pop-up window will pop up
indicating that they cannot be opened at the same time

21-2-1
SN

1

parameter

Set type

Description


Face Detection



Human and vehicle detection



PID



LCD



Cross Counting



Heat Map



Schedule
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2

Device list

Lists the channels of the device.

3

Device settings
replication

Click “Copy” to copy the set parameters of the device that have been
set to other devices

21-2-1
1 Face Detection
Detect the complete front face in motion on the video, and the detected data can be queried in
the intelligent analysis function. As shown in figure 21-2-2, see 21-2-2 for the description table

21-2-2
Parameter

Description

CH

Channel selection: click the drop-down box to select the equipment
channel for the following parameter settings

Enable

Set the enable option, click the button to
enable/disable the following parameter settings

Dynamic Marking

Display the detection frame, click the button to display/not display
the face detection frame when there is a face within the detection
range of the device

Face Enhance

Face enhancement, when the device detects a face after clicking the
button, the surrounding brightness will be dimmed, the brightness
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of the face will be enhanced, and the face will be highlighted.

Face Attribute

Face attributes, click the button to open the device face detection
will support attribute detection (masks, glasses, age, gender, etc.)
Capture mode: click the drop-down box to select the capture
mode of the device, including:
1、

：Real time capture of images detected by device

2、
：When the device detects a human face, it grabs
and takes an image at the clearest time
Snap Mode

3、
： The device captures the content within the
detection range into an image at intervals. These include:
（1）
：The number of snapshots, that is, in the interval mode,
select "1 / 2 / 3 / unlimited" images after each interval for a period of
time
（2）
：Capture interval: in the interval mode, the time
within the range of 1 ~ 255s can be selected as the interval
Application mode: click the drop-down box to select the application
mode of the device, including:
（1）
：Pattern recognition, that is, capturing from the front
of the detected face target
（2）
：Detection mode, that is to capture the detected face
target from multiple angles

Apply Mode

（3）
：Custom mode, capture from the following four
attribute customization angles
(rotation angle) can be set in the range of 0 ~ 180 degrees
(pitch angle) can be set in the range of 0 ~ 180 degrees
(side face supervision) can be set in the range of 0 ~ 180
degrees
(picture quality) can be set in the range of 0 ~ 100

Min Pixel

Minimum pixel, the minimum target pixel that can be
detected by the device, which can be set in the range of
32 ~ 1080 pixels

Max Pixel

Maximum pixel, the maximum target pixel that the device can
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detect, the setting range is 32~1080 pixels
Detection mode: click the drop-down box to select the detection mode
of the equipment, including:
Detection Mode

（1）
：Static mode, that is, when the detection target is
stationary, the device will capture
（2）
：dynamic mode, the device will capture and detect
the target in real time
Select the corresponding rule to set the equipment detection target
rule, including:

Rule Kind

（1）
：Rectangle rule, that is, a rectangle box will appear in the
preview, and the next setting item will become
，It can
be divided into (full screen) and (customize) to freely select the size of
the rectangle. The device will detect the target within the selected
rules
（2）
：For line rules, you need to draw the rule position and type
in the preview. The optional types are:
or
It means that the
target motion track can be detected only when it conforms to the set
type and direction
Save and refresh, when parameter settings are complete. Click the save
button to package the set data and send it to the board. Refresh is to
obtain data from the board and reflect it on the VMS

Preview the picture, and you can see the picture detected
by the device at this time

21-2-2

2 Human and vehicle detection
Detect pedestrians and vehicles in motion on the video, and the detected data can be queried in
the intelligent analysis function. As shown in figure 21-2-3, see 21-2-3 for the description
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21-2-3

Parameter

Illustration

Sensitivity

set the detection sensitivity, and the selectable range is 0 ~ 100
select the detection target type, including the following:
（1）

Detection Type

：No specific detection target

（2）
targets

：Only pedestrians in the picture are used as detection

（3）
target

：Only the vehicle in the picture is taken as the detection

（4）
：take the vehicles and pedestrians in the
picture as the detection targets

21-2-3
3 PID
Detect and track the objects invaded by the perimeter on the video. The user can set the
forbidden area surrounded by line segments of any shape in the screen, detect whether there is
moving target crossing in this area, and query the detected data in the intelligent analysis
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function. As shown in figure 21-2-4, see 21-2-4 for the description table

21-2-4
Note: some parameters shown in the figure are consistent with FD and HVD and will not be
explained. If necessary, please refer to the parameter description under FD and HVD.
Parameter

Illustration

Rule Number

up to 4 rules can be set

Rule Switch

Enable switch for each rule
Rule type, the settings corresponding to each rule, including the
following:

Rule Type

（1）

：Only detect intrusions in the direction A to B

（2）

：Detect only intrusions in the B to A direction

（3）

：Intrusion with two-way detection

the former is similar to undo the previous operation, the latter clears
all the rules on the preview image

21-2-4
4 LCD
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Detect and track the objects passing through the warning line on the video. In the screen, the
user can set the line segment with direction. When the moving target crosses the changed line
segment and the forward direction is consistent with the set arrow direction, an alarm will be
generated, and the detected data can be queried in the intelligent analysis function. As shown in
figure 21-2-5, see 21-2-5 for the description

21-2-5
Note: some parameters shown in the figure are consistent with FD, HVD and PID and will not
be explained. If necessary, please refer to the parameter description under FD, HVD and PID.
Parameter

Illustration

Rule type, the settings corresponding to each rule, including the
following:
Rule Type

（1）

：Only detect the crossing in the direction A to B

（2）

：Only detect the crossing in the direction B to A

（3）

: For two-way detection

21-2-5
5 Cross Counting
On the video, count the times of moving objects in motion crossing the warning line. When a
moving object crosses the warning line in the same direction as the set direction, the number of
entries is accumulated + 1, on the contrary, the number of exits is accumulated + 1, and an alarm
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is generated. The data in the current set time period will be displayed on the code stream, and
the statistical data can be queried in the intelligent analysis function. As shown in figure 21-2-6,
see 21-2-6 for the description

21-2-6
Note: some parameters shown in the figure are consistent with FD, HVD and PID and will not
be explained. If necessary, please refer to the parameter description under FD, HVD and PID.
Parameter

Illustration
Including the following:
（1）

：All moving objects in the picture are detected

（2）

：Only pedestrians in motion are detected in the picture

（3）

：Only detect vehicles that are in motion on the screen

Type

Alarm Number

Set the upper limit of the number of alarms. When the number
of people crossing the line is greater than the set value,
the alarm can be set in the range of 1 ~ 255

Start time

Start time: set the start time of statistics

End time

End time. Set the end time of Statistics
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Reset the statistics. When the button is clicked, the current counted
number will be reset to 0 and the statistics will be restarted

21-2-6
6 Heat Map
For the moving object in motion on the video, the area where the object is located is displayed in
the form of special highlight. The statistical data can be queried in the intelligent analysis function.
As shown in figure 21-2-7

21-2-7
Note: some parameters shown in the figure are consistent with FD, HVD, PID and CC and will
not be explained. If necessary, please refer to the parameter description under FD, HVD, PID and
CC.

7 Schedule
Set that VMS will trigger an alarm when the corresponding type of target is detected in a certain
time period. Each small grid represents a time period of 0.5h. As shown in figure 21-2-8
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21-2-8
Note: some parameters shown in the figure are consistent with FD and will not be explained.
If necessary, please refer to the parameter description under FD.

：Copy: press the pop-up window shown in figure 21-2-9 to select the copied channel
number through the drop-down box of channel. You can freely select the day of the week to be
copied and copy to other channels except itself. Press save to save the selected settings, and
press cancel to cancel the operation

21-2-9
：Detection target types can be set: green indicates face detection, blue
indicates vehicle pedestrian detection, and yellow indicates alarm plan settings for area detection
and perimeter tracing
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21.3 Alarm Setting
Select "Ai config" in the "main menu", the system will enter the alarm setting interface, and
then click the "alarm" button, as shown in figure 21-3-1. See table 21-3-1 for function
introduction of alarm setting interface.

21-3-1
Parameter

Alarm setting
type

Illustration


Face Detection



Attribute Detection



Human and vehicle detection



PID



LCD



Cross Counting



Face Attendance
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21-3-1

1 Face Detection

21-3-2
Alarm processing is set for the face detection function of the equipment. The parameter
description is shown in table 21-3-2：
Parameter

Illustration
The face group logo corresponds to the parameter policy. Green
corresponds to allow in the policy, red corresponds to deny, and black
corresponds to strange

Group Name

Face group name: you can change the name of the device face group
without giving it when adding

Enable

Face alarm switch

Policy

The policy attribute refers to the face group flag field to divide the face
group permissions

Similarity

Comparison value setting between the picture captured by the device and
the picture saved by VMS
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Detailed alarm settings, including the following：

Channel: select the channel to set the alarm configuration

Buzzer: set the response time of buzzer when triggering alarm, which can
be set to 10s, 20s, 40s, 60s and disable

Latch time: the duration of continuous alarm output after triggering the
alarm, which can be set as 0s, 1s, 2S, 3S, 5S, 10s, 20s, 40s and 60s
Alarm
Save picture: set whether to save the face image after triggering the alarm

Select whether to save the background map after the alarm is triggered

Show thumbnails: sets whether to display a thumbnail of the current
picture after the alarm is triggered

Send email: set whether to attach video screenshots after triggering the
alarm and send email for notification

FTP picture upload: set whether to upload pictures to FTP after the alarm is
triggered

Cloud picture: set whether to upload the picture to the cloud after
triggering the alarm
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：Trigger the alarm output and press the button to get the
pop-up frame

Select local alarm output or front-end alarm output

：The alarm configuration of the current channel can be copied to
the selected channel to be copied
：Click to send the set data to the board end for change and saving

：Cancel

Channel: select the channel to be configured in the alarm schedule
Alarm Schedule
The drawing part can be selected freely. Green means - 1 is selected and
white means - 0 is not selected when blank. Each small cell represents half
an hour, a total of 48 small cells a day

The copy effect means that the schedule configuration data from the day of
the week to the day of the week of a channel is copied to other channels.

Alarm Channel

Select the channel that will trigger the alarm, and press to get the pop-up
box:
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Check and save to indicate that the setting is successful

21-3-2

2 Attribute Detection
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21-3-3
Parameter

Illustration

Channel

Select the channel to set the alarm configuration

Buzzer

Set the response time of buzzer when triggering alarm, which can be set to
10s, 20s, 40s, 1min and off

Latch Time

After triggering the alarm, the duration of continuous alarm output can be
set to 10s, 20s, 40s and 1min

Post Recording

After the alarm is triggered, the recording delay time can be set to 30s, 1min,
2min and 5min

Alarm Type

Select the target type to trigger the alarm, and you can select: mask, no
mask, off (i.e. whether there is mask or not and the type is not set)

Send Email

Set whether to send email for notification after triggering the alarm

Show Message

Set whether to send information notification after triggering the alarm

Full Screen

Full screen switch

Enable Record

Enable alarm recording function

Record Channel

Select the alarm recording channel, which can be selected through the
button on the right
Click to copy the configuration of the current channel to the selected channel
to be copied according to the pop-up window
Trigger the alarm output and press the button to get the pop-up frame

Select local alarm output or front-end alarm output

21-3-3
3 Human and vehicle detection
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21-3-4
Note: this interface is basically similar to the attribute detection interface. Only different
parameters are described here
Parameter

Illustrate

FTP Picture Upload

Channel snapshot FTP upload switch

Cloud Picture

Cloud picture upload switch

21-3-4
4 PID/LCD/Cross Counting
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21-3-5
Note: the three interface parameters of PID / LCD / cross counting are consistent. Only one
description is given here, and the parameters in the interface coincide with the interface
parameters of attribute detection and human and vehicle detection. Therefore, only different
parameters are described
Parameter

Illustration

FTP Video Upload

Channel video FTP upload switch

Cloud Video

Video cloud upload switch

21-3-5
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5 Face Attendance

21-3-6
Parameter

Illustration

Enable

Enable cycle to send attendance form

Send Email

Set the time when the attendance form is sent to email

On Duty Time

Set working hours

Off Duty Time

Set off duty time

Mode

Set sending mode

Working Days

Set the working day. The selected date indicates the working day

Channel

Effective channel

Group

Effective group

21-3-6
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21.4 Attendance management
Select "Ai config" in the "main menu", the system will enter the attendance
management interface, and then click the "attendance management" button, as shown in
figure 21-4-1. See table 21-4-2 for function introduction of attendance management
interface.

21-4-1
Parameter

Alarm setting
type

Illustration


Basic rules



Overtime setting



Holiday settings



Leave type setting



Personnel management

21-4-2
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1 Basic rules

21-4-2
：Set the commuting time, and set the effective time of clock in and
clock out
：Set the weekend time. If checked, it means that the day of the week is
set as the rest day
：in the case of check-in, if the late time exceeds X minutes of the working
time, it will be recorded as absence. When it is 0, it will not take effect. In the case of signed out,
if the early leave is earlier than X minutes of the off-duty time, it will be recorded as absence.
When it is 0, it will not take effect. If there is no sign in or sign out, you can choose to set it as
absence / early leave
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2 Overtime setting

21-4-3
： Working overtime grade setting is divided into three
overtime grades. If the corresponding overtime grade is checked, it means it is selected. You can
drag the corresponding color bar in the drawing area to set the time range set by the overtime
grade.
：The working hour multiplier can be set for each overtime level. The
corresponding overtime hours shall be given according to the multiple rate
： Weekend overtime rules: set the overtime grade of
weekend overtime, and give the corresponding overtime hours according to the grade
： Click to save the set overtime rules to the system database
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3 Holiday settings

21-4-4
21-4-1：
Parameter

Illustration

Holiday Name

Required. You will be prompted if you do not fill in the holiday name
when adding

Holiday Days

Holiday Days

Holiday Type

Types

Date

Holiday start to end date
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Annual Cycle

Whether to cycle by year

Operation

Modify the setting

21-4-1
Click
display the holiday settings that need to be added, you can select the holiday
type, if
show as 21-4-3-1. Fill in the holiday name, start time (calendar form),
holiday days, the overtime grade calculated and whether to cycle by year. If
show as 21-4-3-2，The difference is that the start time of the holiday is set. Because the date of
each year is different, it is expressed according to the week ordinal of a certain month in a certain
year
Click

， can delete the holiday settings that have been added and checked
select the year of the calendar on the right side of the interface

21-4-5

21-4-6
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21-4-7
Calendar table. The added holiday settings will be displayed in the calendar table.

4 Leave type setting

21-4-8
Classify holiday types. The left side of the interface is the main category and the right side is
the subcategory. Read from the local database and preferably save in the local database
Click

can add or delete leave types respectively
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search for the main category. Click

，subcategories under

the main search category will be listed directly on the right side of the interface
On the edge of each category

，indicates that the current class can be modified

5 Personnel management

21-4-9
select the device, press the button, and the system will enter the local
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database to synchronize the face information of the device to VMS. The information includes
name, face group ID, gender, age, ID code, contact information, etc.
Click

export the selected face information to local

Click modify face data，as 21-4-10

21-4-10
The information listed in the figure can be modified, and multiple face information can be
uploaded at the same time
Delete face data
supplementary signing is added for those who fail to sign in due to business, leave and
compensatory leave. The category in supplementary signing is synchronized with the setting of
leave type, as shown in figure 21-4-11:

21-4-11
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